Recent Acquisitions

The following list continues the series begun in Russell 2 describing recently acquired correspondence. “Ps.” means photocopies and “Ls.” means letters. - D.B.

LENZEN, Victor F. L. from BR, 1931. P., courtesy of Professor Lenzen and Bancroft Library, University of California at Berkeley.

LESSER, Milton J. L. from BR, 1929. Purchase.

LEVINE, Isaac D. L. from BR, 1925. P., courtesy of University of Illinois.

LEWIS, Oscar. 2 Ls. from BR, 1929. Ps., courtesy of Columbia University Libraries.

LIBERATION. Open letter to from BR, 1962. P., courtesy of Dr. Corliss Lamont.

LINDSEY, Ben B. (Judge). 2 Ls. to BR, 1927; L. to G.B. Shaw, 1926. Ps., courtesy of the Library of Congress.

LIVERIGHT, Horace B. U.S. publisher of Marriage and Morals, etc. 32 Ls. from BR, 1925-27; 4 Ls. from William B. Feakins, Inc., 2 Ls. from Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 9 Ls. from various institutions, 1927-9; an Agreement between BR and Boni and Liveright, 1927. Ps., courtesy of the University of Pennsylvania.

LOWE, Victor. 8 Ls. to BR, 1963-8; 15 Ls. from BR, 1941-48. Ps., courtesy of Professor Lowe. (continued on p. 11)

LOWIE, Robert H. L. from BR, 1936. P., courtesy of Bancroft Library, University of California at Berkeley.


MAGAZINE FEATURE SERVICE. L. and telegram from BR, 1931. Ps., courtesy of Professor Stillman Drake.

MANNING, John (Bishop). Approx. 900 items, mostly correspondence and press clippings, on the “Bertrand Russell Case”: BR’s appointment to the College of the City of New York, 1940; also material on Manning’s 1929 campaign against BR. Ps., courtesy of the St. Mark’s Library, General Theological Seminary.